For this assignment (worth 20% of your grade), you are to sign up with Wikipedia (either in English, http://en.wikipedia.org/, or in Spanish, http://es.wikipedia.org/), acquire a username, and in groups of two or three collaboratively work on revising a Wikipedia article relevant to the course topic.

Your aim is to improve your article sufficiently so it gains at least “good article,” and ideally even “featured article” status.

**Grading**

Half your grade for this assignment will be decided by your fellow group-members. The other half will be decided either by me, or (if you have gained “good article” or “featured article” status) by your objective improvements to the article.

**First steps**

Once you have a username, go to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:MRR to sign up for a group and indicate you are a member of the project. More details are available there. If you wish to edit in Spanish, sign up at or http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/PR:RMR. You should also email your username to me. Do this by classtime, Friday January 8. In either case, my own username is jbmurray.